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Through different eyes.
Forty years of nuclear microscopy at the
micrometre scale

The first micron-scale nuclear
microbeam images were collected in
1980
» Background to ion beam analysis
» The development of focused MeV
ion beams
» Some applications
• Metals in insect exoskeleton
• Glass conservation
• Metalloprotein research
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Ion Beam Analysis (IBA)

MeV-SIMS
Organic molecules from the
surface

RBS
Energy of recoiling protons give light
element composition and elemental
depth profiles

1 – 3 MeV
proton
beam

STIM
Measure the energy
loss of transmitted
ions to map density
variations

Sample
PIXE
Characteristic X-ray emission
Simultaneous part-per-million
detection of trace elements
from Na to U
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PIGE
Nuclear reactions give
characteristic gamma rays
from light nuclei (e.g. Li, B, F)
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A closer look at PIXE
Characteristic X-ray
photon
+
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+
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free electron
e-m radiation
+
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E
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•

The proton generates an electric dipole excitation of the atom
with enough energy to create an inner shell vacancy.

•

This results in a free electron and the emission of a
characteristic X-ray photon.

•

The photons can be detected to identify and quantify the
atoms in the sample

•

The proton is NOT strongly deflected so does not generate
background radiation.

•

Sensitive (ppm), fast, quantitative multi-elemental
analysis across the periodic table

Ejected electron

Tracks of MeV ions in matter
The proton is not deflected in
each interaction with an atom:
•

Low lateral scattering

•

Deep penetration into the
sample

Paths of 1000 3MeV protons in PMMA (calculated using SRIM)

150 mm

4 mm

1 mm

50 mm
MeV ion microbeams maintain their resolution in thick samples

Nuclear Microscopy

Beam from
Accelerator

Lens
Sample
• X-rays

• Backscattered ions

Detectors

• Transmitted ions
• Gamma rays
• etc…

Scanning
system

Map array

Y

(Simultaneously)

Image in
computer
memory
X

Two ways to make a microbeam:
1. Collimated microbeam
• Pass the beam through an aperture of the
required size
• Simple
• Beam current falls rapidly with spot size
• Useful for millibeam and single ion irradiation
• Spurious signals and beam scattering from the
aperture

Aperture

Aperture

2. Focused microbeam
• Use a lens to demagnify the
aperture
• Difficult to make a high quality
lens for MeV ions

Lenses for MeV ions
•
•

Ion beams must be shaped using magnetic or electrostatic fields
Solenoid lenses (use in electron microscopes) are “weak”.
–
–

•

Requires a major field component normal to the beam direction

Quadrupole lenses
•
•

•

S

S

N

The main component of field (along the axis) does not contribute directly to the radial
focusing force.
Focusing is due to small radial field components in the fringe fields and small radial velocity
components of diverging ion paths

“Strong” lenses use the main components of the field for focusing.
–

N

Generate hyperbolic field lines normal to the beam
Only focus in one plane, so two or more lenses are need
to form a spot
Most common configurations are
• Triplet
• Quadruplet

Regimes of microbeam instruments

Trend of development

Smallest useful
current for PIXE

PBW? Proton
Beam Writing

1970: The Harwell Microprobe (UK)

The first focused MeV microbeam using a symmetrical
quadruplet of quadrupoles (the “Russian” quadruplet).

Probably
the first published Nuclear Microbeam image

4 µm resolution (beam diameter)

The Harwell group carried out a ground-breaking
programme of analysis in a wide range of scientific fields
throughout the 1970s.

1980: Oxford
At the end of the 1970s, Frank Watt and Geoff Grime in
the University of Oxford Nuclear Physics Laboratory
started to explore the ways to achieve smaller spot size.
We carried out a detailed theoretical survey of the beam

optics of quadrupole probe forming systems.

Hilger, 1984

We concluded that among the crucial factors determining the
spot size were
• Purity of the quadrupole field (accuracy of construction)
• Accuracy of alignment of the individual quadrupoles
• Power supply stability

1980: The first Oxford proton microbeam

• Lenses constructed to high accuracy from
individual parts
• Coupled triplet configuration of lenses (the
“Oxford Triplet”)
• Lens supports with micrometer adjustments

75 x 75 um

Some early result from Oxford in the 1980s
(From the wall of my office…!)

S distribution in
human
hippocampus

Fe in the teeth of
limpets.
Proc. Royal Soc.
1983

Journal of
Neuroscience
Methods 1984
S distribution in honey bee
brain
Journal of International
Association of Beekeepers
1983
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1988: “Monolithic” lenses (Oxford)

• Lens yokes cut from a single block
of iron using wire electrical
discharge machining (less than
2µm cutting error)
• This eliminated sextupole field
contamination allowing
reproducible high quality
performance.
• Demonstrated sub-micron
performance with 100 pA current.
These lenses in the “Oxford triplet” configuration
formed the heart of the University of Oxford
Scanning Proton Microprobe Unit which was
operational until 2002.
This design also led to the creation of
Oxford Microbeams Ltd. which has
now supplied over 40 microbeam
systems around the world.

2002 to today…
University of Surrey Ion Beam Centre

External
microbeam and
MeV-SIMS

“Nanobeam”
(< 1µm)
Millibeam
(< 50µm)

Surrey nanobeam line

PIXE results from the Surrey nanobeam

Si

PIXE maps and extracted profiles showing
Cu accumulating at the base of 6 μm
diameter pores in microwave HF- etched Cu
implanted silicon.
0.9 μm resolution, 1 nA 2.5 MeV p

Cu
Si

PIXE overlay map: red=Cu cyan=Si
Cu

Circle is 10 μm in diameter
M. Ahmad & G.W. Grime
Microscopy and Microanalysis 19 (2013), pp 261-267
#universityofsurrey
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External beam / MeV-SIMS

CIBA

Single cell imaging

The next generation proton
beam writing endstation:

Prototype proton beam
writing endstation:
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CIBA
Current state of the art resolutions
In 2010 (Leipzig), we showed sub 50nm spot sizes, measured at 40 x 30nm for 2
MeV protons, 10,000 protons per second)

SEM image of the calibration grid, fabricated using proton beam
writing and electroplating

Median fit on-axis proton STIM scan of the calibration
grid (scan size 10 micron).

Ways of using MeV ion Microbeams

MicroPIXE is IDEAL for investigating the role of
metals in biological systems
• NO signals from the organic matrix
• High sensitivity
• Spatial resolution comparable with size of cells
#universityofsurrey
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Metals in insect exoskeletons
• Stereoscopic pair of the leg and claw of an
ichneumon wasp.

0deg

-10deg

STIM

• The STIM images use the median transmitted
energy as a contrast index showing the
external and internal structures.

S
x-rays

• The x-ray images show the location of the
organic material (outlined by sulphur) and the
presence of zinc to harden the tips of the
claws.

S
x-rays

1 mm x 1 mm

Zn
x-rays

Metals in insect exoskeletons
• Mandibles of leaf cutting
ants are hardened by the
presence of high levels of
zinc in the chitin matrix.
S.E.

Secondary electron
image of mature ant
mandible.
#universityofsurrey

Zn

0.5mm

simultaneous PIXE
image of zinc
distribution
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Metals in insect exoskeletons

In the PUPA we seen Mn in the
mandibles but NOT Zn!

S.E.

Mn

S.E.

Mn

Note that PIXE can analyse
internal structures without
sectioning or dissection
1mm

K

Zn
0.25mm
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Identifying and quantifying metal
atoms in protein molecules

#universityofsurrey
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Metals in proteins
• Proteins are essential to all biological processes.
• Their action is essentially determined by the 3D
shape of the molecule.
• Many protein molecules contain small numbers of
metal atoms
- Binding and transport of metals
- A single metal atom helps to determine the
folded shape of the molecule
- It is not possible to identify the metals from the
crystallography data
•

Knowing which metals are present is important:
- Refinement of the structural model from X-ray
diffraction data
- Understanding function
- Drug discovery
- Developing methods of synthesis

•

There is no reliable method for identifying the metal
atoms

Unknown metal atoms

PIXE analysis of metals in proteins
• Concentrations are typically 1 atom per molecule
of 10 – 100 kDa (10s to 100s ppm)
• Available sample size is small (microlitres of
solution), so microbeam required
• MicroPIXE is ideal for identifying and quantifying
unknown metal atoms in proteins
• Most proteins contain known numbers of
molecules of the amino acids methionine and
cysteine which contain sulfur.
• Use the S as an internal standard:

NZ =

CZ M S
NS
CS M Z

• Simultaneous RBS must be used to provide the
matrix composition and thickness used to correct
the concentration ratio.
The expected results are small integers (or ratios of
small integers) so the required precision is not high
and analysis times can be short (5 – 15 min)

Structure 1999

PIXE conference 2004

PIXE analysis of single atoms:
measuring metal atom concentrations
in protein molecules
G.W. Grime(a), I. Gomez-Morilla(a), D. Yates(b), E.F. Garman(b)
(a)University of Surrey, Department of Physics, Guildford U.K.
PBMB
2005
(b)University of Oxford, Department of Biochemistry,
South
Parks Road, Oxford, U.K.

Dependence on sample thickness
3

• Results MUST be
corrected for
sample thickness
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Zn:S
Mass ratio
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• Simultaneous RBS
provides matrix
composition and
thickness and
allows correction
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Assumed sample thickness (um)

Elemental mass ratios calculated for peaks of equal area assuming
different thicknesses of matrix C5O (and 3MeV protons)

PIXE analysis of metals in proteins
Manually pipetted and analysed residues of dried protein solution

Pipetted sample on 4um polypropylene film

PIXE maps

A maximum of 10 samples per run day
• This method has been used successfully for over 25 years
• Over 70 papers with references to microPIXE in mainstream
biological journals (including Science).
• Analysis for users in the pharma and biotech sector
• Sometimes the results are surprising …

Manually selected
analysis points
(usually 3 per sample)

For example …
• The FurB monomer of M. Tuberculosis.
• This was believed to be an iron binding protein
(Ferric Uptake Regulator) with three metal sites –
how many of these are occupied?
• Three, but the metal is ZINC!

The paper was quickly rewritten…

High throughput analysis
• Many experiments in biochemistry are now carried
out using high-throughput (HT) pipelines.
• We have developed an automated IBA method to
engage with this type of experiment.

• This can bring down cost per sample and permit a
wider range of applications
• Uses printed arrays of protein spots deposited on a
thin polypropylene foil.

Sample preparation
• Samples are supplied as solutions in well
plates
• Printed by a non-contact ArrayJet
microarrayer
• Spots are nominally 60 µm diameter and
are separated by 200µm. Each spot
uses 200 pl of protein solution.
• Sample holders have the same dimensions as a
standard microscope slide and are adapted for
compatibility with both printer and sample stage
• Five 8 × 8 mm sample windows per slide covered in
polypropylene film using a specially developed coating
machine and non-instant contact adhesive

Automated array analysis
•

Samples are in cells located by interpolation
relative to ‘landing lights’ (metal salts, e.g. KBr)
printed at each corner.

•

Move the sample stage to each cell in turn.

•

With the scanned area equal to the size of the
cells, use a circular feature location (CFL)
algorithm to find the spot within the cell and
restrict the beam scanning to cover only the
printed spot

•

Use real-time spectrum inspection to stop the
run when specified criteria have been met.

(This functionality is implemented in OMDAQ-3)

Using this protocol we can obtain robust analysis
of around 100 samples in an unattended overnight
run.

•

RBS and PIXE spectra are processed off-line
using OMDAQ and GUPIXWIN via the OMDAQ
interface. This can be automated using the
scripting feature of OMDAQ.

The Protein Data Bank (PDB)
• A vital open-access resource for
protein science.
• All major biochemistry journals require
protein 3-D structures to be deposited
in the PDB before they can be
referred to in papers.
• Over 300,000 entries of which around
30% are identified as containing a
metal.
• In 2017 in the US alone there were an
average of 1,860,000 structure
downloads PER DAY!

Samples
•

32 metalloprotein samples were provided by the HWI Crystallisation Screening
Centre as buffered solutions.

•

The samples were not produced specifically for the study, but were the remains
of solutions provided for crystallisation screening. All samples were used with
permission of their providers.

•

Details of the samples were not revealed prior to the PIXE analysis.

•

All samples incorporated selenium-methionine (SeMet) to extract phasing
information during X-ray diffraction. and so all the S was replaced by Se. Se was
used as the reference metal for these samples.

•

The structure of all samples had been determined (with assigned metal atoms)
and was deposited in the PDB.

A typical PIXE
spectrum

Results
On the basis of the PIXE results, the samples were classified into four loosely
defined groups
Class

N

1

8

PDB inconsistent with PIXE

2

9

Extra metals present in PIXE

3

13

PIXE data consistent with PDB

4

2

Sample too dilute for PIXE (no Se signal).

56% of measured samples had metals inconsistent with their PDB
entry!
This was totally unexpected and precipitated a short review of the method
(at Surrey and Oxford) and a much longer review of the role of metals in
proteins (at HWI and Oxford).

Why the discrepancies?
1. Maybe PIXE doesn’t work or the samples were wrongly selected or
badly prepared…?
NO!

Three years pass…
2. Promiscuous metals?
PIXE measurements are made on proteins in solution, diffraction
measurement are made on crystals. Maybe the molecule changes
its requirements for metals during crystallisation, so both
measurements are correct!
This is assumed to be the case for class 2 (extra metals present)
(This is a new concept in proteomics)

3. The wrong metals were used in the assumptions made in processing
X-ray diffraction data…

Processing X-ray diffraction data
• Diffraction images are complex and it is not possible to calculate a
unique structure starting from the diffraction pattern.
• Use an iterative procedure, such as:
Choose a known structure which is likely to be similar to the unknown
molecule.
Calculate the diffraction pattern (Fc) and compare it with the observed
pattern (Fo). The quality of fit parameter is called R (similar to χ2)
Modify the model and iterate to minimise R.
A typical protein diffraction
pattern. Information is
carried in the position and
intensity of the spots. This
may be recorded at
several X-ray energies

• Any residual volumes of high electron density in the structure may
be metal atoms.
• Metals are chosen on the basis of likelihood (e.g. is the molecule
known to be a metal transport protein) and the procedure is
repeated. This is subject to unintended operator bias, especially
when the molecule has multiple metal sites.

• Changing the metal can have a significant effect on the diffraction
pattern if the x-ray energy is close to the absorption edges.

For three of the samples in class 1 we repeated the
data processing using the PIXE metals

With PDB
metals

3DCP
This has three chains, each with three
metal sites, so the chance of guessing
the correct metal for each site is
around 10-9 !!
The original solution used Fe and Zn,
possibly on the grounds that similar
molecules contain the elements.
PIXE detected Mn, Fe and Co, and
using these not only improves the
structure but reveals a SO4 ion which
was obscured by the bad fit.

Green indicates regions
where the model does
not match the data

With PIXE
metals

3DCP
This has three chains, each with three
metal sites, so the chance of guessing
the correct metal for each site is
around 10-9 !!
The original solution used Fe and Zn,
possibly on the grounds that similar
molecules contain the elements.

PIXE detected Mn, Fe and Co, and
using these not only improves the
structure but reveals a SO4 ion which
was obscured by the bad fit.
This indicates the presence of an
unknown ligand and identifies the
molecule as a sulphatase, not a
phosphatase as originally thought.

Conclusion
• Our initial experiment has revealed a potentially serious
problem with the available information about metal ions
in proteins.

• 18,000 of the 60,000 metalloprotein PDB entries may
have incorrect metal assignments.
• ONE incorrect metalloprotein structure is downloaded
from PDB every SECOND and may have impacted on
subsequent research.

Potentially, microPIXE analysis will become a standard
tool for protein characterization alongside X-ray
crystallography.

Elemental mapping in air:
Recovering the image from a weathered stained glass window

#universityofsurrey
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The Rosslyn Chapel
• Built for the Sinclair family in 15thC
• Noted for richly carved stonework,
stained glass and the Da Vinci Code(!)
• Was derelict from the Reformation
until 1860s suffering major damage to
the stone and glass.
• A major programme of restoration is
now in progress.

The windows

• Stained glass windows
damaged by weathering.
• Can we recover the image and
the original colours and
understand something of the
techniques used by the glass
artists?

Weathered panel
(Mounted in modern glass frame for handling)

Transmitted light

Front face

Reverse face

Sample prepared by Mark Bamborough
of Scottish Glass Studios

Analysis
Andrea Hamilton
(University of Strathclyde, Glasgow)
and Vladimir Palitsin (Surrey)
mounting the glass panel for
analysis

Analysis
Full area was scanned then the
region of the historic glass was
selected from the listmode file
Beam

3 MeV protons
0.5 – 1 nA

Spot size

~100 µm

Scanning area

185 (h) x 204 (v) mm
(Selected area 67%)

O

Si

Pb

PIPS
2.^6

1.^6

0

Pixels

512 x 512 (~400µm per pixel

900

1000 1100

1200 1300

^8
^7

1400 1500

1600 1700

1800 1900

2000 2100

400 ms per pixel (two sweeps
at 200 ms/pixel)

2400 2500

2600 2700

2800 2900

3000 3100

3200 3300

3400

Ca
Mn

K

Si

SDD02

Fe

Pb

^6

Dwell time

2200 2300

Pb

^5
^4
^3

Total analysis
time

36 h

Detectors

100mm2 PIPS
30mm2 SDD (x2)

^0

Total events in
selected region
(all channels)

~ 109

^8

Mean count rate

~ 8 kHz
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2
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K
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Mn
Si
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Spectra from the selected region
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EBS

Al

Si

Pb M

K

“Raw” elemental
maps
(front face)

Ca

Mn

Fe

Cu

Zn

Pb L

Si

Pb M

Ca

Pb L

Ag L

Ag K

“Raw” elemental maps
(reverse face)

Mn

Fe

Processed images

Pb M (front face)

K Ka (front face)

Ag L (reverse face)

These are formed by
• Combine (sum) the elemental map arrays from all detectors
• Normalise to the Mn K map (to remove beam current fluctuations)
• Adjust the gamma and peak clipping to give the optimum image
contrast
(All operations carried out in OMDAQ)

Composite image

Through different eyes

Summary

» MeV ion microbeams offer new ways of
characterizing materials
• Multi-elemental analysis across the
periodic table
• Combinations of simultaneous analytical
techniques
• Sensitive (ppm)
• Quantitative: 1% is possible but hard.
20% is routine
• Depth profiles using RBS
• > 10 um sampling depth

» Applications in a wide range of scientific
fields
» Development continues…
#uniofsurrey
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